
DATA PROTECTION 

Safeguard Critical Data Wherever it Resides

Minimize Risk, Protect Sensitive Data and Adapt

Your business data represents your intellectual capital, 
competitive differentiator, and the lifeblood of your 
organization. IBM offers data security and protection 
that empower security teams to automatically analyze 
what is happening across the data environment.

• Continuously monitor your data

• Shield sensitive data from external and internal  
   actors

• Rapidly adapt to changes in your environment
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IBM Data Security Products:

IBM Security Guardium – A single data protection 
infrastructure for your entire environment

A family of data security and protection products 
designed to help secure sensitive data - from 
databases to big data, cloud, �le systems and more. 
Support your entire data protection journey with the 
same infrastructure and approach. IBM Security 
Guardium helps ensure the security, privacy, and 
integrity of your critical data across a full range of 
environments—from databases to big data, cloud, �le 
systems and more.
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IBM HYBRID STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Analyze Your Data Risk

Automatically discover and 
classify sensitive data, uncover 

usage patterns and assess 
compliance risks.

Protect Your Critical Data

Extensive audit capabilities,
use of encryption, masking, 

redaction, and dynamic
blocking and alerting.

Seamlessly Adapt to Changes

Support traditional and new data 
technologies, such as Hadoop, 

noSQL and cloud.

• Interactive data risk control center

• Data discovery and classi�cation

• Automated analytics

• Business risk evaluation and modeling

• Uncover business sensitive data

• Analyze potential risks

• Visualize data exposure

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS ABOUT CIBER

At Ciber, we provide digital transformation services 
that will empower your people and drive your 
business forward. Our team of top-tier 
technologist’s have decades of expertise in IBM 
systems, with a wide range of skills to mitigate risk, 
ensure peace of mind. Contact us today for a 
comprehensive consultation to help identify any 
potential issues you may be experiencing or before 
they start to affect your environment.

IBM DATA RISK MANAGER
MITIGATE RISKS WITH IBM DATA RISK MANAGER
Proactively uncover, analyze and visualize data-related risks to your business and take action. 
What you don’t know can hurt you. Identify & help stop potential risks to sensitive business data that 
may impact business processes, operations & competitive position. IBM Data Risk Manager provides to 
executives and their teams a business-consumable data risk control center, helping to uncover, analyze 
and visualize data-related business risks so they can take action to protect their business.


